Errors of parameters of distribution functions for spherical bodies stochastically estimated on a random test plane.
The parameters of some distribution functions for the radius of spherical bodies randomly dispersed in a three-dimensional space can be estimated on a random test plane of unit surface area. In this estimation the set of measured Nao, delta and (delta2) or that of Nlambdao, lambda and (lambda2) is used. They are number of circles, arithmetical mean and secondary moment of circle diameters or number of chords delivered by intersection of a test line of unit length with circles, arithmetical mean and secondary moment of chord length, respectively. Provided that the region of measurement is sufficiently large, intraregional errors of these quantities expressed as the squares of coefficient of variation C are approximately: [C(Nao)]omega2=1/Nao, [C(delta)omega2=(32/3pi2)(Q3/Q2(2))(1/Nao) and [C(delta2)]omega2=(6/5)(Q5/Q3(2))(1/Nao); [C(Nlambdao)]omega2=1/MNlambdao, [C(lambda)]omega2=(9/8)(Q4Q2/Q3(2))(1/MNlambdao) and [C(lambda2)]omega2=(4/3)(Q6Q2/Q4(2))(1/MNlambdao). In these expressions Qn is a quotient defined by (Dn)/Dn, D and n being sphere diameter and a positive integer, respectively. The first three expressions may be used in these forms as the errors for the total region containing spheres. In the second three expressions M is the number of random test lines of unit length. When M is small, they can stand for the errors of the total region. In the case of large M, however, interregional errors or errors of sampling have to be added to them. The geometrical parameter of a distribution function of D is estimated from (delta2)/delta2 or (lambda2)/lambda2. The error of this ratio W is given by: [C(W)]2=[C(X2)-2C(X)]2, where X stands for delta or lambda.